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Author’s response to reviews: see over
Dear sirs:

We carefully introduced requested corrections by editor and reviewing peers, as follow:

1. Manuscript abstract is identical to that sent through submission system
2. We removed recommendations and inserted a conclusions section at abstract
3. Authors’ names were removed and we inserted initials
4. References were reviewed and cited in numerical order
5. We corrected reference 34. It really was 3, 4
6. We remove all shades or colors at tables
7. We inserted that all authors reviewed and approved the final manuscript
8. Additional file was removed
9. Annex was renamed as appendix 1
10. Authors titles were removed
11. We removed all post-it style comments (i.e Insert tables here....)
12. We removed Appendix 1 vertical lines
13. We corrected at Methods section “randomized sample of non institutionalized population”, and changed it by “random sample.....”
14. All tables titles were corrected (95% CI) instead IC95%
15. We changed aggressor and used perpetrator to refer to persons attacking another person by any means
16. At appendix 1 we explain what heavy pranks mean
17. Tables were simplified
18. Background section was rewritten in order to avoid so many small paragraphs

Sincerely,

Luis F Duque
Corresponding author

Medellin, August 2nd, 2011